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FIELDSTONE
Our Fieldstone products are among our most 

popular. They come in a variety of color ranges 

that make the natural look of fieldstone so 

vibrant, transparent, and versatile—it pairs well 

with almost anything.

In addition to the color variance, we also offer 

this product in several sizes and styles. This 

enables us to match the vision of the customer, 

and make the stone look very clean and 

elegant or rustic and effortless. Smokey Mountain 
Medium Ledge™
4”-6” roughly broken,  

random lengths

Smokey Mountain Sawed  
Thin Ledge™
3” & under sawed ledge, random lengths

Creekstone Ledgestone™
3” & under sawed ledge, random lengths

Smokey Mountain Ashlar Blend™
Blend of thin ledge, medium ledge, & ashlar
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Smokey Mountain  
Mosaic
6”–10” irregular shapes

Smokey Mountain Ashlar™
6”-12” roughly broken squares & rectangles

Smokey Mountain Thin Ledge™
3” & under, random lengths

Smokey Mountain Ledge Blend™
Blend of thin ledge and medium ledge 

Smokey Mountain Splitface™
Mixed sizes, random lengths- available in 
thin and medium ledge, ashlar, & a blend
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RAVEN CLIFF
Raven Cliff is a very popular product we’re 

proud to offer. This type of stone is unique 

in every way— color range, texture, and 

overall look. 

It comes in different gray and brown tones 

that are consistently deep and rich in color. 

Raven Cliff Blend™
Random sizes of thin  
ledge, medium ledge,  
mosaic, & ashlar

Raven Cliff Ashlar™
6”-12” roughly broken squares & rectangles

Raven Cliff Medium Ledge™
4”-6” roughly broken, random lengths
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Raven Cliff Mosaic™
6”-10” rough irregular shapes

Raven Cliff Thin Ledge™
3” & under ledge, random lengths

Raven Cliff Sawed  
Thin Ledge™ 
3” & under sawed ledge,  
random lengths
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FLAGSTONE
Our Flagstone product is unparalleled 

in color, quality, and style. There are 

many colors, patterns, and styles that 

can be made from it, and it’s easy for 

our company to produce and match 

Flagstone because we quarry a wide 

variety of it.

Cumberland 
Ashlar Brown™
6”-12” roughly broken 
squares & rectangles

Cumberland Rubble Blend™
Mixed sizes, random lengths

Cumberland Tumbled 
Cobblestone Gray

Cumberland Tumbled 
Cobblestones Brown
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Cumberland Mosaic Gray™
Irregular shapes

Cumberland Mosaic Brown™
Irregular shapes

Cumberland Rubble Brown™
Mixed sizes, random lengths

Cumberland Rubble Gray™
Mixed sizes, random lengths

Cumberland Tumbled Thin 
Ledge Gray

Cumberland Tumbled Thin 
Ledge Brown
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LIMESTONE
Limestone is a unique stone that comes 

in a variety of warm, neutral color tones, 

allowing it to easily match and complement its 

surroundings. Limestone is also very durable, 

which has made it a go-to stone product for 

many large and beautiful architectural designs.

Franklin Ledge Blend™
Blend of thin ledge & medium ledge- 
available together or separate

Franklin Ashlar™
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Bellmeade Ashlar™
6”-12” roughly broken squares & rectangles

Franklin Sawed Thin Ledge™
3” & under sawed ledge, random lengths

Brentwood Ashlar™
6”-12” roughly broken squares & rectan-
gles

Texas Gold
Mixed sizes

Cedar Crest Splitface
Also available in medium ledge, thin 
ledge, and ashlar

Texas Cream & White
Mixed sizes

Cascade Blend™
Random sizes, random lengths—also 
available in thin ledge, medium ledge, 
ashlar, and mosaic
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GRANITE
This product is used in many different 

applications because of its durability 

and color range. Granite is typically 

very consistent in color and variance. 

It is often gray, sometimes with 

warm, tan/brown variances as well. 

Granite Ashlar
6”-12”, roughly broken squares & 
rectangles

Granite Blend
Blend of thin ledge, medium ledge,  
& ashlar

Granite Medium Ledge
4”-6”, random lengths

Granite Blend
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SPECIALTY
STONE
Our specialty stone is particularly 

unique in color, meaning 

there are few who can match 

it. Fortunately, we specialize 

in producing and processing 

specialty stone.

Midnight Sky Medium Ledge™
4”-6” sawed ledge random lengths

Midnight Sky Thin Ledge™
3” & under sawed ledge, random lengths

Black Diamond Blend™
Blend of 3” & under & 4”-6” sawed 
ledge, random lengths

Black Mamba™
Mixed sizes, random lengths

Black Diamond Thin Ledge™
3” & under sawed ledge, random lengths

River Rounds Montana™
4”-10” in diameter

Water’s Edge Brown™
Tumbled, random shapes & sizes

Water’s Edge Gray™
Tumbled, random shapes & sizes
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BLENDS
Our blends set us apart from our 

competitors. Each blend is specific to a job 

we’ve done in the past that was popular 

enough to become a regular offering.  

Each blend features a variety of stone 

types, cuts, colors, and patterns that come 

pre-blended, therefore all you have to do  

is remove it from the package and install it. 

This creates a unique appearance that looks 

great in any application.
Chapel Hill Blend™

Buckskin Blend™ Canyon Ridge Blend™ Cherokee Blend™
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Coastal Blend™

Copperhead Ashlar Blend™

Hawk’s Blend™

Cottage Blend™
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BLENDS
C O N T I N U E D

North River Blend™ Ocoee Blend™ Pigeon Forge Blend™

Monte Vista Blend™ Napa Blend™

Tuscany Blend™
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Walden’s Ridge Blend™

Presley Blend™

Rarity Blend™ Roxbury Blend™ Texas Lonestar Blend™
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ACCESSORIES
We have the capability to customize anything 

you can think of—including hearthstones, 

mantels, corbels, curbing, water table sills, 

capping, trim stone, shelving, raw and 

finished slabs for countertops, and so much 

more. We also offer a wide variety of stone 

types and colors.

Floating Shelves (Left)
Custom Firepits (Inset)

Trim Stone
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ACCESSORIES

Architectural Fireplaces

Flagstone Slab Roofing Curbing

Corbels

Outdoor Standalone  
Fireplace– in Ocoee Blend

Watertable Sills
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VENEERS

It is always recommended to follow the 

instruction of an experienced mason and/

or contractor. The photo on the right is our 

personal recommendation, developed by 

masons and contractors, in order to achieve 

the best application with this real stone 

product

An installation guide can be 
downloaded from our website.
www.realstoneveneersoftn.com

To the right is the physical difference in thin veneer 

versus full bed depth stone. Thin veneer ranges from 

1.25” to 1.5” thick, while full bed depth stone ranges 

from 3” to 6” in thickness. If you are using full bed 

depth stone, you would not need to obtain any 

corner pieces. However if you are using thin veneer, 

the cornerstone is simply cut at a 90-degree angle to 

best fit around your corner.

Thin Veneer vs. Conventional

Cornerstone

INSTALLATION

No stone ledge support needed
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APPLICATIONS

Clockwise from above: Stone outside area, 
Flagstone retaining wall, and Smokey Moun-
tain Medium Ledge on the exterior of a home
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Chapel Hill Blend Exterior

Shelving and Curbing

Water feature 
(above) and blend 
of Texas Gold, 
Cream, and White 
on a home exteri-
or (left)
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Packing Stones Processing StonesOur Stoneyard

Brian and Becky Moody

OUR OWNERS
Brian and Becky Moody opened Real Stone 

Veneers of Tennessee™ in 2007.

Brian entered the workforce at 18, and began 

gaining experience that would set him up to 

open a family business. In 2004, he began 

selling full bed depth stone from land he 

owned. After selling that business in 2007, he 

started focusing on veneers and opened RSV.

Since then the company has grown to be one 

of the largest thin veneer distributors in the 

Southeast. RSV now has 50+ employees and 

100+ distributors, and is growing faster than 

was ever imagined. With sales in every state 

east of the Mississippi, RSV is consistently 

growing its footprint with some of the most 

respected dealer names in the industry.
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Disclaimer:

Real Stone Veneers of Tennessee™ is a natural 
stone product. We have taken every effort to 
produce a brochure that best represents our 
products. Please understand that printing and 
photographic techniques can alter the natural 
color of the stone. We recommend obtaining a 
stone sample before placing a final order.

START WITH STONE
Toll Free: (877) 658-0365

Local: (423) 658-0365

Fax: (423) 658-0366
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START WITH STONE

Customer Service

Toll Free: (877) 658-0365

Local: (423) 658-0365

Fax: (423) 658-0366

Email: yard@rsvtn.com

Corporate Office 

For delivery & shipping purposes
Front Entrance:  

25853 US Hwy 127 Dunlap, TN 37327

Back Entrance:  

4510 Old State Hwy 28 Dunlap, TN 37327 

Pickup hours from 7:30am – 3:00pm CST

For mailing purposes
P.O. Box 1825 Dunlap, TN 37327


